
Comedic Rule of 3 

• Two points establish a straight line. 
 
 

– We then expect the third point to fall on the linear 
extension of that straight line. 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How many points does it take to define a line? Two. After we have established point a and point b, we expect the third point, c, to be in a staight line established by a and b. 



Comedic Rule of 3 

• In the Comedic Rule of 3, point C is not a 
linear extension of the line established by 
points A and B, but goes in a different, 
unexpected direction, to C’ instead of C. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Exploding the expectation means putting c in a very different place than the straight line projection. Not just a random other place, but one determined by a different logic than that which established the straight line. The third point is the key to the new path and revelation. Hence the rule of three in comedy.



Comedic Rule of 3 

• The presentation of this new endpoint is 
called “Exploding the Expectation” 
– It really helps if the new line (with C’ instead of C) 

makes sense, but in a different way than the 
original A-B-C line. 

• In Billy Crystal’s world: Mr. Saturday Night 
– Buddy Young Jr. keeps pointing out to his brother 

“See there? I took it the other way.” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One example of exploding the expectation was performed by Robin Williams acting out a cheer-leading routine at an imagined football game. It went:Rickum rack ‘em rickum ruckemGet that ballAnd really fight!Here, the first line established points A and B, setting up the expectation of the straight line leading to what we expected point C to be.We did not expect point C to be the word “fight!”We expected it to be something that rhymed with “ruckem!”Thus, the expectation was exploded by the surprise ending.Yet, the surprise ending had a perfectly valid logic of its own, so in part we are amused by the transition from one perfectly valid logical enpoint and another, the other being a bent curve, a parabola, rather than the straight line.
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